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Every third weekend I’m in charge of the hospital cafeteria. Since we have
very few customers during the off-peak days, the job becomes like curating a
food museum. Physicians don’t schedule any elective procedures on Saturday
or Sunday and that is just as well. After all, who’d want to have a gallbladder
removed or false eyelashes excised by a doctor who can’t concentrate
because he’d rather be home watching the Pro Bowling Tour on ABC?  The
last sentence shows that I get all of my medical knowledge from endless

games of Operation. So, I put pans of vulcanized eggs out for the skeleton crew along with lots of
Sea-Monkey bacon and go about polishing all the door handles for eight hours a day. Every once in
a while I find myself running the food museum on a weekend in which we have a larger number of
staff members and the E.R. is jumping. You never hope for knife fights to break out locally, but they
do promote job security and bolster the economy. This past weekend was an example of this. The
temperature in the region had risen to a balmy 40 degrees and there were lots of people in the
Emergency Room. You can’t just leave your house after a month of heavy snow and expect to not
get into a brawl. At least not in southern Michigan. This extra staffing, by the way, is how I found
myself having to tell a nurse to not eat from the cafeteria trash cans.

My cafeteria is overseen by a managed food service I’ll call Gigantor Industries (a division of
Gigantor Laundry Services). The company managers insist that we display real food at all times to
give the consumer and idea of what our specials that day might be. Unlike plastic food, the real stuff
deteriorates rapidly. This doesn’t stop random people from walking by the displays and eating
them. Disgusting displays that have been out for 6 to 8 hours. Doesn’t matter. Some people have
purchased the displays and eaten them. At least once, a visitor has taken the entire display and run
out the door. People honestly don’t care what they ingest. This seems to apply to trash, too.
Yesterday, I threw away products that had passed their expiration two weeks ago. A genius float
pool nurse dug to the bottom of the can and brought the items to the counter. When I explained the
harm in selling them to her, she took the spoiled goods and bragged to a doctor that she’d gotten
free food. Someday I’ll get a grown up job, I swear.

During some posts it may seem that I enjoy making fun of nurses. To the contrary, I think that nursing
is one of the most demanding and often heart wrenching professions a person can give their life to.
Most of the nurses I know are dedicated, extremely intelligent and ultra decisive.  Nursing is not for
the weak-one of the many reasons I’ll never take it up. I concede that there are happy garbage
diggers in every profession, including mine. I just hope she didn’t immediately go and treat patients.
Onward and Out of The Trash.
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